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We are truly in unprecedented 
times. It is driven by a health crisis 
that has led to an economic crisis.

Tens of thousands of people are 
being infected daily across the globe 
which includes South Africa with 
thousands of deaths per day. Cape 
Town is the epicenter of the 
pandemic in South Africa with 
staggering statistics compared to 
the rest of South Africa. This health 
crisis and the resulting lockdown 
has decimated our economy with 
thousands losing their jobs and food 
security becoming a major concern.

This disease has not spared the 
disabled. We too are succumbing to 
this virus and we too are losing our 
jobs with our livelihoods being 
thrown into serious jeopardy. The 
disabled are affected in their jobs, 
some are losing their jobs and 
others are earning less in their jobs. 
Disabled entrepreneurs are having 
to close their doors or severely 
curtail their business operations. 
And it seems as if this situation will 
not be abating soon with estimates 
that a vaccine is about 2 years 
away.

We have to be steadfast at this time. 
We need to be vigilant in terms of 
our health and we need to look after 
the little we have. We need to help 
ourselves and help others so that 
we may collectively overcome this 
adversity.

As disabled people resilience 
comes naturally to us. We have had 
to overcome our disabilities and 
strive to take our rightful place in 
society. What we are going through 

now is just another test for us to 
pass. Those of us that are on 
disability social grants are fortunate 
to have this little income as many 
people around us are struggling with 
income loss. The value of this 
disability grant transcends to other 

subsidized expenses such as health 
costs.

This pandemic is a reset of our 
society. As the disability community 
we must ensure that our voices are 
heard when we enter into the recov-
ery phase. Government has provid-
ed the legislative and policy 
framework for us to insist on 
taking our rightful place in 
society. The Employment 
Equity Amendment Bill will 
soon be passed which will 
make it incumbent on 
business to ensure that they 
achieve disability employment 
equity in order to deal with 
Government contracts. Skills 
Development opportunities for 
the disabled will become 
plentiful again and we must be 
ready to take advantage of this 
when the Government starts 
to revive the economy. BBBEE 
will not go away and business 
is starting to realise the bene-

fits that supporting the 
disabled brings to the BBBEE 
Scorecards.

We must not despair. This bad 
situation will get better. We 
must stand together. We must 

COVID-19: 
The Impact on the Disabled

practice social distancing and 
the appropriate hygiene proto-
cols for ourselves and encour-
age those around us to do so 
too.

Stay Safe

Rustim Ariefdien
IPDM Chairperson

Paradoxically Texting: The Social 
Media ‘Frenemy’

Much like the Charles Dickens 
novel, it is the best and worst time 
to be alive. We’re more connected 
than ever and, yet, paradoxically 
more isolated and alone than 
many of us thought possible. The 
more we became connected to the 
world beyond our immediate 
surroundings, the more obvious it 
was that we are remarkably cosmi-
cally insignificant. Just as we 
discovered media where we could 
so easily find groups of similar 

individuals to create communi-
ties with, that same media made 
it all the easier for people to 
target us and aggressively 
undermine our achievements 
and our sense of self-worth. 
Disabled people are not immune 
to this. As with anything, its vital 
that we consider all the key 
aspects of something before 
jumping to conclusions. To deter-
mine whether it might be ‘healthi-
er’ to abstain from online 
engagement and social media, 
it’s important that we take into 
account both the pros and cons 
of engaging with these modern 
platforms.

Fostering a Global Community

Disability is as old as the earliest 
incarnations of people. That 
said, disabled people have 
always been a minority within the 
wider population—which is to be 
expected if one considers the 
goals of evolution. Just by the 
virtue of the relative populations, 
finding other disabled people has 
always been difficult. This was 
especially true when people 
were largely limited to the 
interactions within individuals 
within a given geographical 
location. If we assume, then, that 
disability was at least as preva-
lent in previous generations as it 
is today (around 15% according 
to the World Health Organisa-
tion), finding other disabled 
people when limited to a specific 
locality, would be quite difficult. 
While roughly 3 in every 20 
people would have some form of 
disability, this distribution would 
by no means be uniform 
between localities. Especially 

when we consider invisible 
disabilities, one could quite 
easily find oneself being—or at 
least seeming to be—the ‘only 
disabled person in the village’ (to 
bastardise an all-too-famous 
quote from Little Britain). Of 
course, it’s easy to know that 
there are, in fact, many Daffyd 
Thomases in the world now 
thanks in no small part to moder-
nity.
Since the advent of the internet, 
geographical limitations are 
almost non-existent. It is perfect-
ly possible to be in pretty instan-
taneous and near-constant 
contact with people from around 
the world for little to no cost. In 
today’s society, then, global 
statistics have immensely more 
meaning. Since the introduction 
of social media platforms like Six 
Degrees (one of the earliest 
recognisable ‘social media 
platforms’ founded in the 
late-1990s), Facebook, Twitter, 
YouTube, and LinkedIn (all 
started in the early-2000s), the 
world’s inter-connectivity is 
stronger than ever. For disabled 
people and similar marginalised 
social groups like LGBT and 
gender-non-conforming people, 
the world is a vastly bigger place. 

 A powerful weapon in the 
activist’s arsenal

As the world continues to grow 
rapidly before us, it’s no surprise 
that activism amongst these 
marginalised groups has grown 
considerably. There is a direct 
correlation between connecting 
these communities together and 
the increases in the sense of 
self-worth and unity to the far 
greater prevalence of advocacy 
on behalf of those marginalised 
groups. The birth of the internet 
and social media especially have 
turned several whispers from 
various locations, societies, 
languages, and cultures into a 
single, deafening choir of count-
less individuals. The effect of this 
‘unceasing cacophony’ is 
obvious: while thousands of 
activist have been campaigning 
for generations, the biggest 
advancements in rights and 
acceptance for those marginal-
ised communities happened in 
the latter part of the twentieth 
century—right around the time of 
the first internet connection and 
earliest social media accounts.

Weapons are still weapons

To anyone that’s used social 
media, this is obvious. Just as 
you’re able to find communities 
that support your interests, it’s 

just as easy if not easier to find 
communities opposing those 
interests. Naturally, this would 
cause quite a bit of tension and, 
perhaps, conflict. Whether it is 
businesses banding together to 
protest the accessibility adjust-
ments they are required to make 
or hate groups dedicated to 
‘eradicating’ or ‘re-educating’ 
natural-yet-often-undermined 
social groups spouting some 
‘arguments’ that one’s biology is 
somehow a matter of ‘choice,’ 
there is bound to be at least one 
person who will engage with 
those communities and cause 
harm, whether intentionally or 
not.
It’s all too easy to forget what 
social media’s true intention is: to 
connect people. People often 
blame social media for the extent 
to which hate groups and 
well-meaning yet harmful misun-
derstandings perpetuate ideas. 
While it’s true that social media is 
a powerful tool for disseminating 
hate and misunderstanding, it’s 
the people that use social media 
to attack others; the platform 
itself is a positive thing and a 
major ‘power-up’ to humanity. Of 
course, this realisation does little 
to assuage the depressing 
feelings of self-loathing and 
inadequacy that negative 
behaviour creates. Just because 
something was created to help 
doesn’t mean it’s harmless.

How can we cope 

Realising the potential significant 
harms we open ourselves up to 
by opening ourselves to a world 
still filled with negativity, hate, 
and bigotry, you’ll be forgiven for 
wanting to abstain from social 
media. It’s true that avoiding 
social media should mitigate 
most of direct, personal distress. 
At the same time, avoiding social 
media means forfeiting all the 
unifying benefits. The only real 
solution, then, is to find a happy 
medium where we exploit what’s 
good while expunging the bad. 
Of course, it’s obvious to any 
social media–user that removing 
something from the internet is 
near impossible. We must, there-
fore, remove ‘the bad’ from 
ourselves while accepting the 
fact that disagreement and hate 
exist and, sadly, are facts of life.
What this means in practice is 
that we surround ourselves with 
like-minded people and those 
who support us while making a 
conscious effort to ignore those 
who try to beat us down or, at 
least, realise that they’re by far a 
minority (albeit a vocal one) 
since the vast majority of the 

world is caring, loving, and 
positive. 
Ultimately, we must constantly 
train ourselves to only care about 
the opinions of those we respect. 
If they aren’t supportive, they 
aren’t worth respecting.

Aidan Bizony
www.aidanbizony.com
He is a UK-based freelance 
writer, blogger, and the founder 
of The Disability Diaries



Mental health and Substance 
Use in light of the COV-19
The COVID-19 pandemic and 
resulting economic hardships will 
surely have a negative effect on 
many people's mental health and 
create new barriers for people 
already suffering from mental 
illness and substance use disor-
der. As the measures taken to 
slow the spread of pandemic 
wears on ,it is likely the mental 
health burden will increase as 
measures taken to slow the 
spread of virus, such as social 
distancing(i hope that we will 
change this in the discourse to 
physical distancing ). business 
and school closures lead to 
greater isolation and job loss. 
Additionally ,feelings of anxiety 
are increasingly  common, as 
people are fearful of themselves 
or loved ones falling ill and are 
uncertain of the repercussion of 
the pandemic. One can link 
social isolation and loneliness to 
poor health and we can expect 
that more people will present 
with negative mental health 
effects resulting from worry or 
stress resulting from worry or 
stress related to coronavirus. 
Negative mental health effects 
due to social isolation may be 
particularly pronounced among 
older adults and households with 
adolescent s, as these groups 
are already at risk for depression 
or suicidal ideation.
We also know from previous 
research and our country's high 
unemployment rate that job loss 
is associated with increased 
depression, anxiety, distress, an 
and low self-esteem and may 
lead to higher rates of substance 
use disorder and suicide. Linking 
this to the economic disparity  in 
our country the working class 
and the poor will probably report 
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higher rates of major negative 
mental health impacts compared 
to higher income people.
Poor mental health due to 
burnout among front-line 
workers and increased anxiety or 
mental illness among those with 
poor physical health are also  
concerns. Those with mental 
illness and substance use disor-
der pre-pandemic, and those 
newly affected, will likely require 
mental health and substance use 
services. The pandemic spotlight 
both existing and new barriers to 
accessing mental health and 
substance use disorder services 
.
As policymaker continue to 
discuss further actions to allevi-
ate the burdens of the COVID-19 
pandemic, data will be required 
to measure its growing effect on 
mental health and substance 
use. The increased need for 
mental health and substance use 
services will likely become a 
long-term problem even as new 
cases and deaths due to the 
novel coronavirus  subside.
By Charl Davids

DO YOU HAVE AN
INTERESTING STORY?
Feel free to contact us to 
be featured in
our next newsletter:
ipdm.adm@gmail.com

COVID-19 affects different 
people in different ways. Most 
infected people will develop 
mild to moderate illness and 
recover without hospitalization.
Most common symptoms:
fever
dry cough
tiredness
Less common symptoms:
aches and pains
sore throat
diarrhoea
conjunctivitis
headache
loss of taste or smell
a rash on skin, or discolouration of fingers 
or toes
Serious symptoms:
difficulty breathing or shortness of breath
chest pain or pressure
loss of speech or movement
Seek immediate medical attention if you 
have serious symptoms. Always call 
before visiting your doctor or health 
facility.
People with mild symptoms who are 
otherwise healthy should manage their 
symptoms at home.
On average it takes 5–6 days from when 
someone is infected with the virus for 
symptoms to show, however it can take 
up to 14 days.


